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6.2 PROJECTS

6.2.1 Lunar Environment and Impact Laboratory (LEIL)

6.2.1.1 Overview 
A major part of the CCLDAS experimental program is the development of a 3 MV dust 

accelerator at the new Lunar Environment and Impact Laboratory (LEIL). The objective of the 
LEIL facility is to accelerate micron-sized grains, which provide a unique research tool to 
generate high-velocity dust impacts, closely reproducing the effects of micrometeoroid impacts 
onto the lunar surface. The LEIL facility, including the accelerator itself and the accompanying 
target chambers, has been developed to simulate the lunar surface environment, including 
variable plasma conditions, solar wind, UV radiation, and dust impacts (Figure 6.2.1).  

Figure 6.2.1. 3 MV dust accelerator installed at the CCLDAS Lunar Environment and Impact Laboratory.  
The accelerator is used to simulate the effects of dust impacts with speeds >> 10 km/s for micron sized
projectiles. The facility is also used to test and calibrate plasma and dust instruments, including the Lunar
Dust EXperiment (LDEX) for the LADEE mission. The facility is now operational and available for the 
lunar community for impact studies.

Figure 1.1: The newly developed 3 MV electrostatic dust accelerator is fully functional and has been used by
NLSI Teams and the larger US and international planetary and space science communities.

Research NASA missions like LADEE, OSIRIS-REX, and perhaps soon an asteroid capture73

mission, will identify many important physical processes that occur on the surfaces of airless bod-74

ies and determine how they interact with the interplanetary environment, providing inputs to mis-75

sion planning to reduce risk and maximize science return. IMPACT is proposing a cutting edge76

research program to understand the properties of the regolith on airless bodies shaped by impacts77

and electrostatic processes. The three major research areas are:78

1) Hypervelocity dust impacts: The cornerstone of CCLDAS experimental work has been the79

development of a 3 MV electrostatic dust accelerator (Fig. 1.1). The Dust Accelerator Labora-80

tory (DAL) simulates hypervelocity micrometeoroid impacts ubiquitous in nature. It pro-81

vides a pathway to understand the effects of the continual resurfacing of airless planetary82

objects, the generation of their immediate dust environments, and surface bound exospheres.83

DAL is a unique facility to assess the meteoroid impact hazard to interplanetary missions. It84

also plays a vital role in testing and calibration of dust instruments for space missions, like85

the Lunar Dust Experiment (LDEX) on board LADEE. The accelerator has already enabled86

the study of all impact-generated products: solid ejecta, plasma, neutral gas, and electromagnetic87

radiation, as well as cratering and penetration studies in a wide variety of target materials.88

To investigate the effects of meteoroid impacts on a wide spectrum of targets, including pure89

ice, icy regolith, regolith, solid surfaces and atmospheres, we propose major technical capability90

enhancements to enable impact experiments with both cryogenic and gas targets. The response of91

ice-bearing targets to hypervelocity dust impacts is of great interest to the planetary science and92

ISRU communities, as ice in permanently shadowed regions has been observed throughout the93

inner solar system. DAL will use gas targets to investigate the plasma production and luminous94

efficiency of meteors entering the atmosphere, with the goal to update the analysis of entire ground-95

based radar meteor data set collected through the past five decades.96

2) Dusty plasma, regolith characterization, and ISRU: In addition to impacts, surface charg-97

ing, mobilization, and transport of dust are important processes that shape the surfaces of airless98

planetary bodies. CCLDAS has completed a series of experiments addressing the basic physics99

of surface plasma interactions under thermal plasma and UV exposure. A series of laboratory100
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IMPACT                                                             

Laboratory capabilities open for contract work  
Contact:  
Mihaly Horanyi Tobin Munsat 
(720) 212-7903                                 
horanyi@colorado.edu                      munsat@colorado.edu


Dust Accelerator Facility

http://impact.colorado.edu

3400 Marine St. 
Boulder, CO 80301

4 - 5:30 PM on Tuesday, January 30, 2018  
Please indicate your interest and Register

OPEN HOUSE

A NASA funded Hypervelocity Dust Impact Facility  

Free parking on the East side of the building

4 PM: Facility briefing and tour 
5 PM: Social  (snacks & refreshments) 

(303) 720-9576
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